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"The Luminaire of the Year"

Dear customers,

vote for the "Luminaire of the Year" 2022:
Arditi GmbH is participating for the first time with a product which is obviosly 

not recognisable as a luminaire!

Nevertheless, our illuminated control element LEPUK was included in the voting,
because the user can have a new experience with use of the luminaire: an

intuitively accessible light atmosphere.

Click here to vote.

https://t3f990ca3.emailsys1a.net/mailing/54/5972559/0/e38ebae3ef/index.html
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You don't know the LEPUK yet?
It's THE remote control for four-channel applications: touch to dim the ball
cap and change the channel by tilting.

The LEPUK is available in 9 different variants:
Choose between oak, mahogany and cherry wood, as well as the metal cap in
black, silver and gold.
The LEPUK has a diameter of 73 x 62 mm and fits comfortably in the hand.

The LEPUK - an intuitive remote touch dim with CASAMBI - convince
yourself!

Click here for more information...

We are happy to show you the LEPUK
in action in a short YouTube video:

Channel change by tilting, dimming

YouTube linkYouTube link

The Light & Building 2022 is over -
thank you for your visit!

https://t3f990ca3.emailsys1a.net/c/54/5972559/0/0/0/698945/57f2e2fdfe.html
https://t3f990ca3.emailsys1a.net/c/54/5972559/0/0/0/698949/39707592b6.html


It was a lot of fun and always an
interesting experience.
Arditi GmbH with its mother company
Arditi SpA from Italy has been able to
present a modern booth with many new
products.

Those who visited us were also able to
see the LEPUK in action and test it out
for themselves.
Do you have any questions? Feel free to
contact us at info@arditi.de and you will
receive the best support for your
project!

Many thanks to Mr. Ole Noculak and Mr.
Volker Kamp from LEDIM for the great
cooperation and collaboration regarding
the LEPUK and the support at the Light &
Building 2022.

The design of the LEPUK is made by LEDIM.

from left to right: Ole Noculak, Volker Kamp, Andreas Hellwig

mailto:info@arditi.de


Haben Sie Fragen?

Are you interested? Take a look into the category
"New Products" to stay in the know.

Visit our NEW website and learn more about it.
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